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Abstract—Organizational justice, or fairness, has represented
a primary focus in social and industrial and organizational
psychology, and organizational behavior research. Individual
fairness evaluations are ubiquitous in social interaction and
represent primary predictors of attitudes and behaviors. Re-
searchers have recently demonstrated, through fMRI methods,
that fairness evaluations represent a multi-dimensional construct
including procedural and distributive justice, which involve
different activation in different neural areas [1]. Procedural
justice refers to the fairness of processes use to allocate outcomes
individuals receive while distributive justice refers to the fairness
of the outcomes [2]. One area of fairness research that has
resulted in mixed findings is the role of gender in evaluations of
procedural and distributive justice. Consequently, an important
question is whether females and males experience procedural and
distributive justice differently [3].

Prior research methodology examining gender effects in or-
ganizational justice has primarily used field and lab studies,
retrospective reporting, and paper and pencil assessments of sub-
jects procedural and distributive justice evaluations. In contrast,
in this present research we conducted an event related fMRI
24-subject study where we examined gender differences evident
in brain activation patterns, during procedural and distributive
justice evaluations. As a theoretical basis, we applied the salience
and introspective sub-networks underlying appraisal of self-
relevant content, described by Schmitz and Johnson [4], to inform
expected activation patterns in the social brain network during
procedural and distributive justice evaluations.

The studys results demonstrated that gender has a significant
influence on brain activation during evaluations of both proce-
dural and distributive justice. In addition, support was found for
separate activation patterns consistent with each of the two

subsystems. Specifically, the salience network activated during
procedural justice evaluations and the introspective network
activated during distributive justice evaluations. Additionally, we
found that gender differences in neural activation flowed through
to decision behavior following procedural injustice. Implications
are presented based on the studys support for gender differences.
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